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An award winning creative agency with over 30 years 
in the marketplace, Creativeworld is one of the UK’s 
prime exponents of creative marketing with a true 
understanding of how to promote the services and skills 
of businesses not only within Great Britain... but the 
entire world.
 
We pride ourselves on the professional services we offer 
and our ability to understand the key factors required to 
promote the enterprise of local, national and worldwide 
partners. Our unrivalled attention to detail and our ability 
to take a project from concept to completion covering 
every aspect of what may be required ensures that our 
clients always receive optimum results... time after time.

Regardless of project size, our dedicated teams know 
how to deliver the perfect solution without you needing 
to oversee every step of the process, giving you more 
time to concentrate on the day to day management 
of your business. Our existing clients can testify that 
working with Creativeworld is a smooth and hassle-free 
partnership.

The breadth of our experience across a vast array of 
market sectors is exemplary, and it is this knowledge that 
has led some of the largest names in industry enjoying 
even greater success as a direct result of working with 
Creativeworld.

•	 Governmental
•	 Legal
•	 Fashion	&	Work	Wear
•	 Transport
•	 Retail
•	 Oil	and	Petrochemical
•	 Medical
•	 Hospitality
•	 Office	Furnishing
•	 Architectural	Hardware
•	 Finance
•	 Property
•	 Facilities	Management
•	 Sports	&	Leisure
•	 Construction	&	Demolition
•	 Niche	Product	Supply

Our comprehensive range of services includes:
 
•	 Corporate	Brand	Development
•	 Website	Creation
•	 Concept	Realisation
•	 E-commerce	Portals
•	 Brochures
•	 Photography
•	 Advertisement	Campaign	Management
•	 Press	Liaison
•	 Marketing	Strategy	Development
•	 i-Brochures
•	 Direct	Mail
•	 Marketing	Incentives
•	 e-Shot	Campaign	Development
•	 App	Creation	&	Maintenance
•	 Social	Media	Development
•	 Packaging	&	Point	of	Sale
•	 CRM	to	Web	Integration
•	 Exhibition	Creation
•	 Loyalty	Scheme	Creation	&	Management
•	 Search	Engine	Optimisation	&	Marketing
•	 Ongoing	Support	Services

The pages that follow showcase a small selection of 
projects completed in recent years and just a few of the 
clients we have worked with.

A World of Great British Creativity
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Having	worked	in	both	B2C	and	B2B	
environments	from	an	early	age,	I	soon	
came to understand the absolute value of 
marketing for a business. After all, how can 
any company rely solely on the good name it 
has built over time? A good business needs 
good communication to attract new and loyal 
customers in order not just to sustain its 
position... but to steadily grow.
 
The past 16 years of working in the design 
marketing industry have been an absolute 
joy for me, with every day providing new 
and exciting challenges across a huge range 
of	business	arenas.	From	highly	charged	
multinational corporations to small niche 
suppliers, every day is new and different, and 
it’s there where the excitement is for me. A 
wise man once said “Choose a job you love, 
and you will never have to work a day in your 
life.”
 
In	recent	times	most	industries	have	suffered	
due to the global economic downturn, and as 
such many organisations sought to cut costs 
by	reducing	their	marketing	spend.	Some	
were unfortunately unable to weather these 
austere times, but many were better prepared 
and realised that you need to continue to 
‘bang the drum’ even through tough times in 
order to maintain your market share.

Through	Smarter	Marketing,	Creativeworld	
has continued to help a wide range of 
companies realise an even greater return on 
their marketing investment, by ensuring that 
every pound spent delivers truly tangible 
results. We apply a combined wealth 
of experience to advise and direct our 
customers along the most suitable route; for 
example by adopting a digital approach as a 
more cost effective means of promoting their 
products or services. Our dedicated teams 
consider our clients budget as if it were their 
own and strive to deliver excellence in results 
with	optimum	VFM.
 
Our in-house teams work together to provide 
harmonious results, combining traditional 
creative values with the very latest digital 
technologies.	More	importantly	we	expertly	
manage every project from the outset, and 
it is this hands on process that generates 
absolute	client	confidence,	enabling	them	to	
feel relaxed and assured that the end results 
will exceed their brief.
 
Creativeworld, by its very nature is an ethical 
company, with every agreed quotation being 
as transparent as possible and we make sure 
that deadlines are achieved where humanly 
possible and with no hidden charges.
 

Included	in	this	issue	is	a	broad	range	of	
instructions that we’ve been privileged to 
work	on	and	I’m	sure	you	will	recognise	
more	than	one	or	two	of	them.	I	hope	that	
this	brochure	will	give	you	the	confidence	
in Creativeworld’s abilities, along with the 
desire to work with our teams on your next 
marketing project.
 
Hopefully	2013	will	see	the	icy	grip	of	
austerity loosen even more, and while these 
times	will	continue	to	challenge	us	all,	I feel	
confident	that	Great	British	Marketing	will	
prevail, leading to stronger foundations for all 
in the future.

David	Bates

Smarter Marketing… 



F. Ball and Co Ltd

Advertising, Corporate Literature, 
iPhone App, Web Development, 
Online Competitions, Photography and 
Media Buying

We have worked with F. Ball & Co. Ltd for 
a number of years and in that time created 
numerous advertisement campaigns and a 
variety of supporting marketing media, both 
traditional and digital.
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Contact Us

Advertising Recommended Adhesive Guide iPhone App

http://www.cwcreativeworld.com
http://www.cwcreativeworld.com/contact
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BASF

CGI Animations, Digital Presentations, 
Exhibition Equipment, Promotional Materials, 
Case Studies and much more

Working with BASF is always a pleasure 
whether in the UK, Germany or USA. In the 
past few years we have created a variety of 
bespoke marketing, with every aspect of our 
work made globally available through our 
BASF secure data centre.
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Cleverboxes

Online eMail Campaign Creation 
and Fulfilment, Web Graphics 
Development

Cleverboxes chose to work with 
us because of our exemplary 
experience of providing fantastic 
creative with an extremely fast turn 
around for time critical projects 
requiring full project management.< Back  |  Next >
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Mend-IT / Recycle-IT

Brand Creation, Website Development 
and Direct Mail Campaign

Creativeworld have always had a 
fantastic working relationship with both 
businesses and when the time came 
to develop the required promotional 
materials we seized the opportunity.

Online Graphics Development

eMailer

Website

Concertina Mailer

Logo Designs

http://www.cwcreativeworld.com
http://www.cwcreativeworld.com/contact


Thornton Sports

Branded Literature, Catalogues, Exhibitions, Websites and 
SEO Campaigns

A local company with a great reputation, Thornton Sports 
has been a Creativeworld customer for many years, during 
which we’ve provided them with a multitude of bespoke 
market driven promotional projects.
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Eco Solartech

Rebrand, 6 page brochure, website, 
stationery, advertising and mailers

Following our own successful rebrand, we 
were contacted by Eco Solartech to work on 
their brand identity. They are located a few 
doors away and loved our striking new logo 
and building signage!
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DialaChemist.com

Brand Development, e-Commerce, 
Bespoke CMS, Advertising and 
Stationery

Another local company with their 
eyes fixed on the future of digital 
technology. We work together to 
ensure delivery of the optimum web 
based solution and other mediums.
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E-Commerce Website Homepage

Pages from Website

Compliment Slips

Business Cards
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Brochure spreads

Student Castle, London

Brochure, website and all onsite internal and external 
signage and displays.

We have worked with Student Castle since their inception, 
bringing their ideas to life. We have worked on each scheme 
as it has launched, producing all marketing material from site 
hoardings to brochures.
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Make the switch to Creativeworld,
the shining light of Great British marketing.

www.cwcreativeworld.com

Northern Office

David Bates
T	 01282	858	200
M	 07872	129	098
david@cwcreativeworld.com

Simon Swindells
T	 020	3663	0293
M	 07785	706	079
simon@cwcreativeworld.com

Jack Dyson
T	 01282	858	200
jack@cwcreativeworld.com

Southern Office

James Wood
T	 020	3663	0293
M	 07720	322	138
james@cwcreativeworld.com

For	a	quotation	or	to	find	out	more	about	our	array	marketing	solutions	
please contact our dedicated team of experts.
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